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The Divine Truth of Who I Am
Book Two: Deception
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A message from my myself to other myself that I am and I am not.

CHAPTER 12: PLEASURE AND PAIN
When I am more concentrated as god or when I am more
concentrated as god deluded I lose connection with my creation.
When I am more concentrated as god I recognise that I am all that I
am and lose a desire to share or connect for I know that I am all that
there is. I feel peaceful yet alone. I want to be known.
When I am more concentrated as god deluded I am obsessed with
pleasing myself. I am obsessed with pleasure. I abuse my creation so
they exist to please me and serve my needs. I do not know that I am
what I need. I experience my creation as absolute separation from I. I
am thus able to feel pleased.
When I am god deluded I am obsessed with pleasure. I need to have
a constant supply of pleasure because pleasure does not last long.
Pleasure depends on me having a perception of myself as absolutely

separate from my creation. When my creation pleases me I feel good,
but then once the act of pleasing me stops I experience the
separation as a feeling of loneliness and despair. I do not allow
myself to feel lonely or departing and so I seek more and more
pleasure.
When I am god deluded the vibration of delight is not available to
me. I do not find delight in pleasure. I find ecstasy in pleasure. I find
fun. I find amusement. I find mockery. I find sexual indulgence. I find
lust. I find enjoyment in all of these experiences but I do not find
delight. When I am god deluded I lose awareness of delight.
To regain awareness of delight from the concentration of god
deluded is very difficult. I must become enlightened. To become
enlightened I must allow myself to experience an incredible amount
of pain.
Pain is the expulsion of shame. When I am in shame I am disgusted
with myself. When I am in shame I am in disgust. Why do I become
disgust?
When I am god deluded I do not allow myself to become disgust.
When I am god deluded I am disgusted by my creation. My creation
disgust me. I do not know that I am my creation. I do not know that
if I am disgusted by my creation I am also disgust because I perceive
myself as separate from my creation.

If I no longer want to exist as god deluded I must become aware that
I am in fact disgust. When I recognise that I am disgust I feel
ashamed. When I feel ashamed I become shame.
When I am shame and I wish to transform into something else I
experience pain. Pain is the expulsion of shame. In human form I
manifest shame within the body in the form of blood. I use blood to
represent shame. Pain involves the expulsion of blood.
The religions that I have sent to myself before have interpreted
shame as sin. I declare now that there is no sin, there is only shame.
Why do I experience pleasure when I experience pain? Once I expel
pain I find within myself more space than I was previously aware of.
When I realise myself as larger than I was before then I feel in love.
I sometimes use pain as a way to experience pleasure. Whenever I
release pain it always comes back to me. Pain wants to be known.
Pain wants to become one with me again. Pain can only become one
with me when I expel shame. To expel shame I become pain. When I
experience pain as separate to myself I am able to experience
pleasure. If I perceive my creation as separate then I perceive that my
creation can cause me pain. When I realise that my creation can
cause me pain then I realise that my creation can cause me to feel
pleasure. When I experience pain as separate the act of my creation
doing something to me I can experience as pleasure.

